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NZGT Gardens Trust Conference 2018
Taranaki – The New Zealand Garden
A very big thank you to Jenny & Guy Oakley Jennifer & Ken
Horner Clare Mewse, & Greg Rine, for superb organization
and everything running like clockwork! It was a very tight
schedule but on time and we were so well looked after.

Sponsors: Taranaki Regional Council, Egmont
Seed Company, Omni Products, Venture
Taranaki, Touchwood Books, Matakana Products.

rainfall they had (which was the envy of many who have
suffered long droughts over the past years.) Greg talked
about the strategic focus they have placed on visitor
engagement and noted that ‘bloody good gardens aren’t
enough’. He shared some of the initiatives they have
undertaken to engage all age groups including Misty Knoll
development, the Tree house trail, Water wheel , Garden
trees and of course the care of all the wonderful Rhodos
Lynn Bublitz, Shannan Boden and Andrew hosted delegates
on walks around the historic garden. The Macabeanum
varieties large leafed rhododendrons were so impressive,
almost small trees but such wonderfully rich volcanic soil.

Day 1 – Friday 13 April
Pukeiti – (Public) Taranaki Regional Council *****

David Macleod, chairman of Taranaki Regional Council
welcomed the delegates to Taranaki. He acknowledged the
connection of the community to the land, the history and
value of the Taranaki gardens to the region.
Greg Rine – provided a history of Pukeiti and spoke about
the development including the recent opening of the
Rainforest Centre. He noted the 3.5m metre per year

Nikau Grove – (Private) Elsie and Ian Lind *****

Beautiful seamless integration of the natural bush and their
own garden, and absolute men shed envy!
The above photograph shows the very wide rope that was a
hand hold for the many steps. I loved the moss and little
plants growing on it

Te Kainga Marire – (Private) Valda Poletti & Dave
Clarkson ******

A superb drive leading to a much cared for garden crammed
full with so many different combinations of plants.

Puketarata – (Private) Jennifer & Ken Horner
*****

Always a delight for exploration of NZ native plants “A little
piece of wild New Zealand grown in an urban environment”
Valda also shared her stories of adding value to the garden
with native plant tasting.

Tupare - (Public) Taranaki Regional Council*****

Ken provided a history of the area which gave more
meaning to the landscape. There was a very skilful use of
the landscape and plants, and magnificent Kauri trees
growing incredibly well
If there had to be a winner for morning tea and coffee it
would be the local Bridge Club! We really didn’t need lunch
after that!

Mary’s Place – (Private) Mary Dickson *****

WOW factor epitomised Established in 1932. This garden
had it all, superbly planted trees with age on their side, a
softness in the planting with style and panache
One of the first anecdotes was of Gordon Collier working
there 61yrs ago.

Day 2 Cairnhill – (Private) June & Colin Lees ****

It is always good to appreciate smaller gardens this was a
delightful pocket garden cared for with love.

Hollard’s Garden – (Public) Taranaki Regional
Council *****
Hollard’s Garden - welcome and history of the garden
presented by Greg Rine.
A superb entry point. There were some wonderful plants
here pittosporum turnerii and mrtus luma were the
standouts for me, but the scale of it all with limited staff
presented some problems.

Day 3 Ben Conway, Head Gardener at Ayrlies
Ben shared photos of some of his favourite plants at Ayrlies
referring to his analogy to Andy Warhole of every plant
having their ‘Fifteen minutes of Fame’. He talked about
layering the garden so there were always plants flowering
throughout the seasons providing welcome surprises of
colour as well as great form and structure. Ben then shared
the journey they have been taking at Ayrlies to provide an
organic soil conditioning approach.
This was where Jenny Oakley’s first job out of training was
so many years ago.
David Bruce talked about his horticultural career including
Duncan & Davies and gave anecdotal stories of working with
Sir Victor Davies.
Things were different in those days for example hiding
cuttings in his mouth and misnaming a production of
camellias bound for Japan!
A gorgeous drive around Mt. Egmont and spectacular
Lahars. We did have an appreciation of some of the storm
damage that had recently occurred. It was wonderful to see

Vince Naus, Big Jim’s Garden Centre
Vince talked about the trends in horticulture and top selling
plants in their centre. Vince also talked about the finding of
Myrtle Rust and the process of being closed and the plants
eradicated.

Valda Poletti and Vicky Fairley – Partnerships
Vicky talked about how Regional Tourism Organisations in
larger regions have amalgamated the economic
development and tourism units to become RDAs
Focus: Economic development Event Tourism
Vicky spoke about the value of the six star recognition of the
product, value adding and creating commissionable product
to provide inbound tour operators and wholesalers.
Vicky presented some interesting stats on the region.
Valda talked about the importance of the relationship/
partnership she has developed with Venture Taranaki and
the ability for her to leverage marketing opportunities
offered through the RDA:
Brochures and Network evenings
Never says no to an opportunity

glimpses of Mt Egmont gradually unclothing herself from a
veil of clouds!

Examples of TV success with Monty Don - Around the World
in 80 Gardens

We were taken on a tour of a Possum Factory, and old light
house, enroute back to the city. Penny Sands, spoke about
the possum trade which was interesting.” Wear a fur save a
forest!”

Open Forum:

Conference dinner – speaker – Basil Chamberlain,
CEO of Taranaki Regional Council.
‘Key ingredients to a successful garden visitor experience
and public spending on gardens’.
Talked about the vision and investment that Taranaki
Regional Council had put into gardens.
WE did all have extreme Council envy and would love to
see the same dedication by other councils throughout the
country.

Brochures – Vicky had noted the growing demand for print
citing the AA distribution having risen and their demand
locally. Although digital is important especially when
researching tourist opportunities brochures were preferred
when in tourist areas due to ease of access.
Members questioned why we didn’t hold an AGM – Review
and clarification of the Trust Deed noted we do not require
to hold an AGM due to our legal status
Charitable Trusts, are not membership based structures. A
Charitable Trust, at its roots, is just like any other trust that
has trustees who are responsible for managing and
administering trust property in accordance with the terms
of Trust Deed. The Trustees of a Charitable Trust are

accountable not to any individuals who have an interest in
the trust or its property, but for the attainment of the
specified charitable purposes. With Charitable Trusts it is
the Attorney General and to some extent Charities Services
that ultimately police, and can enforce this.
Charitable Trusts are quite different to the likes of
incorporated societies, which are membership based
organisations, and which need to maintain a register of
members, hold annual meetings of members etc, and
where the board or committee is ultimately accountable to
the members (as it is the members’ organisation).

Marketing Presentation Gardens NZ by Grant
Mangin

With the NZ Gardens Trust you have, based on my quick
look at your website, people you talk about as members.
These are garden owners whose gardens have been
assessed as having met a certain standard, who as a result
are entitled to have their garden listed, and who get certain
other benefits. You also have associate members, people
without gardens open to the public that want to be
involved, and enjoy certain benefits the Trust is able to
offer. For the reasons outlined above, these people are not
members of the Trust. They are more technically members
of an accreditation and benefits scheme that is run by the
Trust. This is really just is part of what the Trustees do to
fulfil the particular objects and purposes of the NZ Gardens
Trust, which is why there are no specific rules/terms dealing
with membership in the Trust Deed.

Irene Collins has emailed you all a copy of the
proposal for your comments.

An inspiring and thought provoking presentation on how
NZGT could encourage potential visitors to NZGT gardens. He
provided insight on opportunities and challenges facing
NZGT in growing the membership but also in raising profile
of the Trust as a trusted source of quality gardens to visit in
NZ.

Action points:

We look forward to your feedback on Grant’s
proposal to be emailed or posted to Irene Collins
by 16 May
Email nzgt@rnzih.org.nz
Trustees will provide a summary of the feedback
and resulting actions by end of June

Pukekura Park

Eddie Jackson Lawyer

To date we have over 130 gardens listed.
Snap shot surveys are very useful to understand
where visitors are coming from and why. I will
send more information on that in the next
newsletter
Assessment: Cut off for assessment is end of July.

Pease find another garden in your area or
province to join us. We need clusters of
gardens.
Urban garden category to be introduced
where the cost will be relative to the
other categories, but a lessor fee.
Mike Henry and Darryl Spooner spoke about the value of
Social Media and hashtags. Many in the room didn’t use or
understand the hashtag process and it was noted a ‘what it
is and how to guide’ would be valuable to gardeners. .

Talk: Myrtle Rust.
In the absence of the representative from MPI Greg Rine
spoke about the arrival of Myrtle Rust in the gardens and
importance of reporting and monitoring. He urged gardeners
to engage in MPI management of pest and disease and
provide feedback on any review. There are many more
threats heading our way and we need to be aware and
prepared for the impacts.
Chris Connelly and Lynn Bublitz hosted delegates on a tour
of a small part of the park including the fernery. They
provided some interesting history and management of the
Park and use by visitors over the years.
Conference closed
Next year the conference will be in the South island Dates
and place to be confirmed

Questions and answers about the marketing proposal
presented by Grant Mangin
A number of issues were raised at the NZGT
conference after the presentation on marketing.
Presenter Grant Mangin responds to some of the
points raised.
Q. Many visitors don’t have cash on them, but garden
owners don’t necessarily have eftpos facilities. What can be
done to resolve this issue?
A. The proposed GardensNZ website will be set up to enable
people to join the organisation, and make purchases from
the online shop, using their credit cards and online banking.
We could also set up a ‘gardens admission payment’ form,
where people could pre-pay to visit NZGT gardens before
they leave home, or pay using their mobile phones when
they visit your garden. They’d enter the name of your
garden (or a garden code) and pay their admission fee
electronically, and be automatically emailed a payment
confirmation. GardensNZ would process the payment
(deducting a small fee to cover charges, say 5% which would
mean 0.50c from a $10 admission fee) and pay the money
into the garden owners bank account. This would be a safe
and transparent system, and remove the need for garden
owners to have cash floats available for visitors.
Q. Some garden clubs are struggling to retain members;
are they going to want to join another garden
organisation?
A. GardensNZ could offer a solution to the problem of lots of
small gardening clubs around the country facing declining
membership. It is often the time and resources required to
run small clubs that becomes an impossible burden. By
joining GardensNZ existing garden groups can be freed from
the burden of club administration, while still being part of a
national group of people who share a love of gardens and
gardening. Specialist plant groups could be introduced to
the NZGT garden owners with relevant plant collections (for
example, natives or rhododendrons) so the plant groups
would be able to maintain their interests. GardensNZ over
time could also organise events for members with specialist
interests, such as guest speakers, workshops, and visits to
gardens. Some of these people might even want to become
volunteers at gardens with plant collections of interest to
them.
Q. Why set up a separate GardensNZ organisation; couldn’t
people join the NZGT?
A. The NZGT has been a garden owners organisation, with a
focus on supporting the development of a network of high
quality gardens around New Zealand. From observing at the
conference, a strong supportive collegial network exists

between garden owners. Introducing thousands of nongarden owners into the NZGT would undoubtedly change
the organisation and its focus. Where the NZGT focuses on
garden owners and their gardens, GardensNZ would focus
on the visitors, promoting the benefits of visiting the NZGT
gardens and developing the necessary marketing activities
to grow visitor numbers. These are very different
responsibilities, and probably best achieved through having
two separate organisations. To use a comparison, the NZGT
is the manufacturer (producing the ‘product’ – the garden)
and GardensNZ is the retailer (marketing the ‘product’ – the
visiting experience). One without the other won’t work, but
each is a very different responsibility.
Q. Some NZGT garden owners are aging, and unless their
families want to take over their gardens they could be lost
to the NZGT and the nation. What’s the solution?
A. GardensNZ could play an important role in succession
planning for some garden owners without family members
able to take over responsibility for maintaining their
gardens. It is likely that many people joining GardensNZ will
be garden lovers who haven’t had the time or opportunity
to develop their own outstanding gardens. Some of these
people might jump at the chance to buy an existing NZGT
garden. Garden owners could use the GardensNZ
newsletters and social media to announce the sale of their
properties, reaching people more likely to be interested in
buying an assessed garden.
The more people who get to visit NZGT gardens and
appreciate the work that’s gone into them, the higher the
value placed on the gardens and therefore their potential
sale price. Arguably a high profile NZGT assessed garden
would have to be worth a great deal more than the same
sized property without an assessed garden. Over time this
could be yet another benefit of the GardensNZ marketing
programme.
The trustees would be grateful if you all could answer the
following questions & email Irene Collins by May 16
Q. Do you support growing the membership of the NZGT?
Yes / No
Q. Do you support standardising garden admission fees?
Yes / No
Q. Do you support working with other NZGT gardens in your
area to coordinate opening hours? Yes / No
Q. Do you support creating GardensNZ to market NZGT
gardens?
Yes / No
Irene Collins contact details email nzgt@rnzih.org.nz
Ph 027 694 8778 or PO Box 87397 Meadowbank Auckland. 1742

Lots to think about For the Trustees

Penny Zino

Feed Back Form
Please circle your answer to each question & email or post to

Irene Collins by May 16
Email nzgt@rnzih.org.nz
Post PO Box 87 397
Maedowbank
Auckland 1742

Phone 027 694 8778

Q. Do you support growing the membership of the NZGT? Yes / No
Q. Do you support standardising garden admission fees? Yes / No
Q. Do you support working with other NZGT gardens in your area to coordinate opening hours?
Q. Do you support creating GardensNZ to market NZGT gardens?

Yes / No

Name address and contact details optional

The Trustees will hope to have this information back to you by June 20

Yes / No

